
 
 
 

‘NATURE OF LOVE’ 
Synopsis 

 

Katie Ryan (Emilie Ullerup) works for Modern Woman Magazine, but longs to write a feature story 
instead of the 25-word blurbs that her boss relies on her for.  When the magazine’s most 
experienced travel writer breaks her leg before a big assignment, Katie convinces her boss to 
give her a chance.  The assignment is to go incognito at Sunrise Peaks – a picturesque resort 
offering glamorous camping (aka “glamping”) vacations.  Though Katie is a bonafide “city girl” 
with long-held fears of the outdoors, she successfully pitches her boss that it’s the perfect chance 
for her to cover the story from a fresh perspective. 
 
When Katie arrives at the resort, it is luxurious beyond her expectations.  The tent features 
electricity, Wi-Fi and best of all – an ensuite bath.  As if that wasn’t enough, the tent offers the 
services of a camp butler, who offers Katie a tour of the many activities on offer, including 
ziplining, rope climbing and fishing, or simply relaxing by the lake.   
 
While touring the property, Katie meets Will Martin (Christopher Russell), the resort’s Head 
Wilderness Guide, who is a seasoned outdoorsman and also an environmental biologist.  She 
immediately recognizes him from an interview she’d read in Trail Magazine.  An adventurer known 
for mountain climbing and his hikes across Alaska, Will is a big draw for outdoor enthusiasts 
coming to the resort. 
 
Soon after, Katie meets her tent neighbor Penny (Donna Benedicto), an aspiring photographer 
who is also traveling solo.  Impressed by Penny’s work, Katie quickly lets slip her real reason for 
being at the resort and enlists Penny’s help in photographing the resort to accompany the story 
– feeling that this would give Penny her big break.  She and Penny decide to go on the bird 
watching tour, led by none other than Will.  Katie is worried about her lack of outdoor skills, but 
as it turns out Will loves helping people try new things.   
 
Will seems like a loner and at first and Katie assumes that he prefers to be alone.  But in getting 
to know him he reveals that he does get lonely on his trips and would enjoy having someone to 
share them with but traveling alone is preferable to traveling with the wrong person.  As they 
grow closer, Katie can’t help but notice that he has history with Olivia Barry (Erin Boyes), whose 
family owns the resort.  Katie also learns that a bad experience in the past has left Will wary of 
talking to journalists and so she cannot be fully open with him.  Unfortunately, Katie’s boss is 
intrigued hearing about the resort’s rugged “mountain man” and insists that Katie make Will the 
focus of her story. 
 
Now Katie faces a choice between writing the story that could catapult her career and following 
the greatest adventure: love. 
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